north of Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, that those threads would become permanently detached.
Zweig's exile experience was not only imbued with a sense of spatial displacement, but his exile was also one of historical displacement. His preconceptions of Brazil helped to shape his life as a refugee, including the relationships he formed while in South America, and indeed his entire worldview. As shall be discussed later, his short historical work Brazil: A Land of the Future serves as substantiating evidence of this displacement of both place and time. Zweig's notions of Brazil and South America in general were guided and formed by colonial systems and European "civilizing" missions around the globe, and this is evident not only in Brazil but even in his lett ers and essays during the last months of his life. His numerous biographies of infl uential European fi gures are also imbued with a Euro-centric interpretation of history-one that, by the autumn of 1941, would be shatt ered. By understanding Zweig's chronological and historical displacement and how this change altered his present, a more complete understanding can be gained from his exile experience. Further, by examining his life in Brazil as being disconnected from the larger exile community in which scholars frequently associate him, as well as taking into account his relationships with prominent South Americans, we can counterbalance the oft entimes generalized and generic categorizations applied to refugees of the Second World War.
By the time the Zweigs had sett led in Petropolis, Brazil, in August of 1941, they had in many ways been eff ectively severed from the intellectual community of which they had been a part. Within the last weeks of his life, Zweig laments to his ex-wife Friderike that communication with that intellectual community had dwindled signifi cantly: "lett ers become more and more scarce, everybody has his own worries and one does not like to write if one has nothing important to tell. . . . " (Friderike Zweig and Stefan Zweig, Correspondence, February 2, 1942) . Zweig and Lott e felt isolated and were both afflicted with crippling loneliness as a result of being separated from essentially everyone with whom they had been close friends. For Zweig especially, being separated from the intellectual and artistic networks in Europe was particularly debilitating.
Th e scholarly literature on Zweig until now has att empted to place Zweig within that larger intellectual group of exiles. Yet, even in Zweig's own words (such as those quoted above), the bond that tied him to Austria and to Europe overall was gone by the time the Uruguay docked in Rio de Janeiro in August of 1941-including notions of culture and the colonial history imbued in Zweig as a European born in the nineteenth century. Th e intellectual diaspora of some of Europe's greatest minds and artists, as well as the millions of "everyday" refugees that fl ed Hitler's Reich, brings with it the temptation to regard it as a collective experience with broad analytical generalizations, but it is important to heed the individuality and singular nature of the exile experience. Especially in Zweig's case, generalizing the experience of "Hitler's exiles" has the potential to obscure the reality that these individuals faced, particularly when considering Zweig's historical separation from Europe. While intellectuals have come to think of the contemporary era, namely the twentieth and twenty-fi rst centuries, as what Edward Said calls a period that is "spiritually orphaned and alienated," the experience of exile is one of a singular nature (Said 210) . No matt er how many millions fl ed fascism in Europe, they each experienced their own exile and each found themselves totally uprooted no matt er the frequency of communication with friends or colleagues or the ease and timeframe in which they could experience transition.
While there have been some ruminations on the arguably violent break from his European past that Zweig experienced in South America, ultimately many of them frame his change in perspective through the lens of nostalgia (for more on this, see Bunzl; Davis). While these works interpret Zweig's exile experience with remarkable insight and analysis, framing Zweig's later writings and life (and death) experiences around nostalgic models and interpretations of nostalgia does not address the severity of Zweig's break from his European past. Naturally, nostalgia is certainly an important aspect of this break, but the very nature of such nostalgia is altered by considering the extent of Zweig's revelations of his inherent European interpretation of history and the world. Zweig was nostalgic for a Europe that did not exist, and during his time in South America, the individuals and political landscapes he encountered so eroded his historical sense of being that even in his own words he understood that his education and life as a European had burdened him with a skewed and distorted version of history and reality.
Th erefore, to understand Zweig's own exile experience, the severance with the exile community and Zweig's own metaphorical "world of yesterday" must be considered through the lens of his historical understanding of South America and the relationships he formed there. By removing him (at least to the extent possible) from the continuing rhetoric of a shared, communal exile that is inherently European in its analytical framework, and by placing him wi-thin the physical realities and environments of his time-including both spatial and historical displacement-a more encompassing understanding can be drawn of his exile and lamentable end. South American intellectuals are noticeably absent from the scholarship on Zweig-even Gabriela Mistral, the famous Chilean poet and Nobel prize winner who became close friends with the Zweigs during their time in Brazil, is not mentioned by name in the two most recent biographies. By continuing to associate Zweig with other exiles and place him solely within the larger exile community, his story becomes lost, distorted, or, at best, unfi nished. In order to understand Zweig's exile experience, one so devastating that it drove him to suicide, scholars cannot be trapped in his past as he was. His last months, in which he found himself in a foreign land with an unknown language and culture, are the epitome of his exile, and his relationships (of which he had many) both with Brazilians and South American intellectuals, are examples of Zweig's att empted severance with his European identity. Zweig wrote in Th e World of Yesterday, "Even stronger, if anything, was the impression made on me by South America. . . . I had never felt it more important to show support for the idea of intellectual solidarity between all lands and languages" (423).
Prior to his permanent emigration to Brazil, Zweig lived in Belgium (briefl y), Britain, and eventually the United States between the years of 1936 and 1941. But it is perhaps his time in the United States which is the best contextual evidence for his increasing desire to distance himself from history. Th ough there was a brief period in mid-1941 when Zweig contemplated returning to England, the German U-boats in the Atlantic prevented such a journey. His perception of the United States, particularly New York, also began to disintegrate: "You cannot imagine how I hate New York now with its luxuryshops, its 'glamour' and splendor-we Europeans remember our country and all the misery of the world too much" (Prochnik 73). Th e increasing number of exiles seeking Zweig's aid also seemed to bear down upon him. He even resorted to using an old Yiddish term, Schnorrers, or "spongers," while in New York. His time in the United States and England was dominated by a sense of impending doom which was masked by the "glamour" and prosperity of those unaff ected by the horrors of the war. For Zweig, history was far too near for his comfort; he needed an "escape," from history itself, with all the implications and inadvertent complexities associated with it, and it was in South America that he would fi nd such a sanctuary.
Before he permanently emigrated to South America, however, Zweig em-barked on a lecture tour of the United States in January and February of 1939. One such lecture he entitled "Th e Historiography of Tomorrow," in which a dramatic and radical reconfi guration of his interpretation of history can be seen. Although Zweig gave this lecture months before the Nazi invasion of Poland in September of that year, the rise of fascism in Europe had been the catalyst of Zweig's reinterpretation of history, which would later be solidifi ed by his arrival in South America. "Th e Historiography of Tomorrow" details Zweig's theory that it was the duty of the next generation of historians to change historiography itself, in such a way that it "shows the development of humanity" as opposed to the "need for militarization, for hatred, for combat" (Messages fr om a Lost World 162). According to Zweig's perspective in 1939, it was the duty of future historians to negate traditional historical models that gave credence to "who conquered and who was conquered" (164). Th ere are still yet more examples from "Th e Historiography of Tomorrow" where Zweig's reinterpretation of history becomes evident, most notably in the discovery of his childhood history book, which he had found just before giving this particular lecture:
It was there in the old, well-thumbed, dog-eared textbook that I was able to review over such a distance of time the kind of history which had informed our generation. I began to read and immediately I shuddered with horror. Th e way they had presented the history of the world to such unsophisticated, unquestioning young men! So fallacious, so counterfactual, so premeditated! And instantly it dawned on me-that here history had been artfully prepared, deformed, coloured, falsifi ed, and all with clear, deliberate intention. It was obvious that this book, printed in Austria and destined for Austrian schools, must have rooted in the minds of young men the idea that the spirit of the world and its thousand outpourings had only one objective in mind: the greatness of Austria and its empire. (164) Zweig recognized that his own European education had "the sole aim of making us fi ne patriots, future soldiers, obedient citizens" (165). It becomes apparent, then, that Zweig realized his indoctrination into a specifi cally European perspective of history, one centered on war and military leaders, instead of presenting an encompassing view of the history of humanity. According to Zweig, the historians of the post-Nazi era would need to interpret history in such a way that it was "no longer a case of which country must be placed ahead of another at their expense, but how to accomplish universal movement, progress, civilization" (170).
In Brazil: A Land of the Future, Zweig admits to his shortsightedness regarding the history of the massive nation, as well as his own arrogant European assumptions about its contemporary status. Given that his biography of Magellan and Brazil were writt en in such close temporal proximity to one another, the shift in Zweig's historical perspective becomes even more evident. South America, and particularly Brazil, became for Zweig not merely the result of Spanish and Portuguese colonial administrations but an amalgamation of both native and colonizer, resulting in a modern and rapidly progressing society. Evidence of such a shift in perspective can be found in Th e World of Yesterday as well: "You just had to learn to think in larger dimensions, to expect everything to be on a larger scale. I told myself that we ought not to think solely in terms of Europe, but begin looking further afi eld, not burying ourselves in a dying past but participating in its rebirth" (Th e World of Yesterday 425).
Brazil: A Land of the Future briefl y traces Brazilian history from what Zweig terms the "discovery" of Brazil by the Portuguese in 1500 up to the abdication of Dom Pedro II on November 17, 1889, noting that Brazil no longer had "room for kings" (70). Some Brazilian intellectual circles were critical of this work simply because Zweig did not include the period aft er Dom Pedro II, one that, given the rapid economic, industrial, and technological advancements in Brazil during that time, was deemed a more integral aspect of Brazilian identity than its colonial history and natural beauty, at least from the perspective of many Brazilian intellectuals. Even in the forward to Brazil, Zweig admits that "this picture is not complete and cannot be complete. It is impossible to be completely familiar with Brazil, a country that is so spacious"; he also confesses that before his arrival in Brazil, he had viewed the nation with the "average arrogant European or North American conception of Brazil" (5, 7). Indeed, Zweig's fateful fi rst encounter with Brazil seemed to change his mode of thinking for good: "with astonishing speed the extremely superfl uous baggage of European arrogance that I had taken along on this trip melted away. I knew I had gazed into the future of our world" (7).
Zweig saw Brazil as more than just his temporary refuge. For him, Brazil was antithetical to everything Europe represented. He writes that "if it had adopted the European insanity of nationalism and racism, Brazil would have to be the most divided, the most disharmonious and agitated country in the world" (10). It seems only natural that the idea of Europe's obsession with racial contingencies and eugenics should be paramount in Zweig's mind, as he saw such socio-political phenomena as having "brought more discord and disaster upon our world than any other" (12). Although it is generally accepted that racial relations were stable only on the surface during this time, it is apparent that Zweig found comfort in his misconceptions. Other than Brazil's natural beauty, it seems that such apparent racial harmony fostered a small degree of hope in Zweig. Th e Sunday Times noticed such optimism on Zweig's part, writing in its review of Brazil: "his own memories of Europe lead him to take an optimistic view" (Shanks).
For Zweig, South America (and especially Brazil) was an undiscovered world, a world veiled by European colonial perceptions and self-imposed values on European "civilization. " But, as Zweig would quickly discover, the countries of South America would make a deep and remarkable impression on him. Zweig recognized this Euro-centric view of South America in himself, which is perhaps why the harsh criticisms directed toward him aft er the publication of Brazil: A Land of the Future caused less frustration and consternation on his behalf than his fragile nature would warrant. He is known to have said that he was more a European than he thought, and his perception of Brazil in particular as a land where "the brutalisation that followed in the wake of the First World War had not yet infected manners and morals" is crucial to understanding the internal transformation Zweig experienced (Th e World of Yesterday 426). In Zweig's eyes, Brazil was a nation that did not have the "absurd theories of blood, race and origins," as opposed to his homeland of Austria. Zweig truly saw Brazil as the "land of the future," and despite the harsh criticisms from the Brazilian intelligentsia for his praise for Brazil's natural wealth as opposed to its nationalistic industrial progress, even in his last days the thought of living in Brazil permanently was still pertinent.
Ernst Feder, a Prussian-born journalist who became close friends with the Zweigs in Brazil, wrote that while there were many critics of Brazil, the vast majority of Brazilians viewed the book as "a tribute of aff ection to the country, the most gracious it had ever received from a foreign writer" (Feder 119 ). Feder, who claimed that he had never entered a Brazilian home where a work by Zweig could not be found, argued that Zweig's relationship with Brazil extended beyond the courteous and political and into the spiritual and emotional. He writes that the Brazilians were "conscious of a certain kinship between the author's emotional rather than intellectual manner and their own att itude to life" (120). A meticulous collector of Brazilian newspaper articles, Feder admits that criticism for Zweig's Brazil did exist, but the work was overwhelmingly and warmly accepted by the Brazilian public, and there is litt le evidence to suggest that such criticisms contributed to his eventual suicide. Indeed, on the whole, Feder argues that "all the reasons for suicide which overwhelmed the émigrés of the last ten years, and which nevertheless have seldom been the deciding factor, were missing in his case" (121).
In an interview published in the January 20, 1957, issue of Aufb au, Gabriela Mistral cited three reasons, in her mind, that led to Zweig's suicide: the quick advance of the Germans, the receipt of numerous "threatening" lett ers from anonymous Nazi sympathizers in Brazil, and the sight of the Brazilian carnival which, in its "cauldron of shouting and passion," simply reminded Zweig of the suff ering of millions of Europeans while representing a "triumph of the instinct over the threatened mind" ("'Un gran senor' sagte Gabriela Mistral"). It should be taken into consideration that Mistral's comments regarding the threatening anonymous lett ers have not been corroborated by other evidence. However, given Zweig's nature, it seems unlikely that he would have mentioned such an occurrence in his lett ers, especially since the Zweigs were also the recipient of a number of kind anonymous gestures, including someone leaving "an armful of roses at their garden gate" (South American Lett ers 192).
Zweig's relationship with Gabriela Mistral is useful as an eff ective microcosmic representation of Zweig's relationship with Brazil overall. Although not Brazilian by birth, Mistral was, in many ways, the Stefan Zweig of the Western Hemisphere. Like Zweig, her life and work have experienced an unprecedented resurgence of interest within academia in the last two decades, not only for her enormous contribution to Latin American literature, but historical scholarship has also begun examining her commitment to humanist issues, namely human rights, women's rights, and rights of indigenous and displaced people (Agosín xii). Her modest upbringing in Vicuña, Chile, does not compare to Zweig's bourgeois childhood in prewar Vienna, but by the time their paths converged in Petropolis, Mistral had already acquired a "worldly" identity of her own, having given lectures in Europe and adopted her French-born nephew, Juan Miguel (who also took his own life shortly aft er the Zweigs; the suicides had a tremendous eff ect on Mistral). In many ways, Zweig and Mistral were mirrored representations of each other: where Zweig was discovering South America through the eyes of a European and a forced émigré, Mistral was discovering Europe-through her many years she lived there, as well as her relationship with Zweig-through the lens of fascism, colonialism, and decolonization.
Mistral, through her poetry and writing, became a haven for the displaced, the wanderer. By 1945, Mistral's home came to be known as a place that was frequented by "people from all corners of the world who had fl ed persecution and chaos," who could "sip tea, listen to their hostess's long, seductive monologues, and forget the atrocities that were devouring the earth" . Since Mistral lived only three blocks from the Zweigs in Petropolis, there are regrett ably few writt en accounts of their conversations; all that can be discovered regarding their hours-long conversations (which oft en lasted well into the night) can only be gleaned from secondhand accounts and scant recordings by Mistral herself. She was deeply troubled by the violent and annihilationist anti-Semitism in Europe at the time and considered the rights of the Jewish people one of her most worthy causes but also a part of her greatest guilt and pain. She was deeply troubled by the plight of the European Jewish community and saw Zweig's suicide as a tragic culmination of that persecution. In her poem Emigrada Judía ( Jewish Refugee Woman), she wrote: "Farther than the west wind I go, farther than the stormy petrel. I stop, I ask the way, I walk, and walk, and get no sleep. Th ey cut my Earth away from me, all they've left me is the sea" (Selected Poems of Gabriela Mistral 317).
For Zweig, Gabriela Mistral served as a mentor, a center of gravity and stability, even though she was eight years younger than him. Th e two cultural icons forged an immediate bond, one that spurred feelings of jealousy in Lott e, despite its platonic (albeit intimate) nature. Indeed, Lott e saw the acclaimed poetess as "eine neue Bedrohung," because of the intimacy of her husband's relationship with her (Dines 508 ). Yet such suspicions were, of course, unfounded, as Lott e quickly realized. Zweig and Mistral had long conversations regarding the war, politics, and literature, and the pair became not just colleagues but friends. Indeed, Mistral desperately tried to save Zweig from the depression in which he was quickly descending. She arranged numerous meetings between Zweig and the local Brazilian intelligentsia as well as fellow European exiles and even visitors from the United States. Th e Jewish writer and socialist Waldo Frank visited the pair in Petropolis, and Frank and Mistral were eager to incorporate Zweig into the South American intellectual community, not only because they viewed Zweig as one of their own but also to save him from his self-imposed isolation (Dines 537) . Th e internal exile that Zweig experienced was the result of the cultural, linguistic, geographic, and historical separation from his homeland, and fi gures such as Mistral, Ernst Feder, Georges Bernanos, and Claudio de Souza att empted to rescue him from it.
Zweig's Brazil had begun the process of the "de-Europeanization" of his historical perspective. As a sign of this process, Zweig, who was most famous for his novels and biographies, would att empt to write an encompassing and complex history of Brazil is evident of his internal desire to distance himself with the European world. Indeed, in a lett er to Irwin Edman, a Columbia University philosophy professor, Zweig wrote, "So I used all my brain, instead for fi nishing my big book on Balzac on thinking how to lay a few thousand miles between me and history," because he preferred to not "wait for the opportunity of being witness if the Germans come or come not to England or to make the experience of a concentration camp" (Zweig to Edman 1). He desperately desired to distance himself, both physically and mentally, from the history of Europe. Just aft er writing this lett er to Edman and Zweig's subsequent journey to Brazil, he began writing Brazil. Th erefore, it is not inconceivable that even before the Zweigs' permanent relocation to Brazil in August 1941, the author was not only physically but also intellectually att empting to abandon Europe, and subsequently, his European identity. He saw Brazil as a land with litt le past but tremendous future, Europe as a land with a tremendous past but litt le future.
Zweig's perception of Brazil was largely shaped by his initial impression of the country, and some of his conceptions of the socio-political environment of Brazil were noticeably skewed from a historical perspective. Th e reality of Brazil's social and political environment during this time can be used as a useful tool to contrast Zweig's perceptions of Brazil against the "new world" he found himself in and, subsequently, a shift ing identity with which he so evidently struggled. "Contrasts and paradoxes defi ne Brazil," wrote Marshall Eakin on Brazil (3), and Zweig was perhaps more aware of this than any other European exile in Brazil at that time. While Zweig praised Brazil for its ingenuity and beauty, he admitt ed that the standard of living was well below that of any European state for most of the population and that "the technical, the industrial accomplishments of this nation of fi ft y million people can still be compared only perhaps with those of a small European state" (Brazil 13).
Brazil's political climate at the time presents some analytical contingencies which must be addressed when examining Zweig's exile. Th e government, under the leadership of Getúlio Vargas, was one that has been criticized both by Brazilians living in that era and scholars today as being proto-fascist. Brazil seemed to teeter uncertainly between the Axis and Allied Powers as Vargas maneuvered the country between political competition with its South American neighbors and a willingness to forge diplomatic relationships with the United States and other Western powers. Th e Brazilian foreign minister, Osvaldo Aranha, was an acquaintance of the Zweigs, yet he was also a part of the administration of Vargas' "Estado Novo" government, which was notorious for being anti-Semitic. Th e Decree-Law 3175 of April 1941 rendered it nearly impossible for Jews to be granted a Brazilian visa (Lochery 155 ). Yet "celebrity Jews" were oft en secretly issued the required paperwork for immigration to Brazil, as were Jews fl eeing via Lisbon.
German-speaking immigrants were no stranger to Brazil, given the mass migration that fl owed out of Central Europe in the nineteenth century. Even Zweig himself acknowledged that he "did not visit the German colonies of Santa Catarina, where the picture of Kaiser Wilhelm is said to hang in the older houses and the picture of Adolf Hitler in the newer ones" (Brazil 8). Zweig was seemingly terrifi ed at the prospect of Brazilian Nazi sympathizers and also worried that the Germans themselves would bring the war to the very streets of Rio. He once asked Gabriela Mistral if she thought that the war (and the Nazis) would ever come to South America. When she replied in the affi rmative, she was "shocked when she saw the expression in his eyes" (Feder 124) . Ernst Feder recalled when Zweig once inquired of him about the number of Nazis and Nazi sympathizers living in Brazil. Feder admitt ed to exaggerating to reassure his friend when he told Zweig, "Yes, there are some, but not many" (123). Zweig was terrifi ed of the notion that what Europe had become (for him, at least) would somehow fi nd its way to South America; the reach of Europe's implosion seemed universal to Zweig, and even in "paradise" he felt it to be inescapable. In a lett er to Lott e's family in England, Zweig wrote that the war "takes such proportions that all provisions and all fears are futile, every thought of a post war living or of consequences of former mistakes is wasted" (South American Lett ers 164).
Zweig's life in Brazil was one of reclusion and relative peace, despite the slipping of his mental state in the last months of his life. Yet Zweig maintained his ongoing correspondence with Roger Martin du Gard, his fi rst wife Friderike, Lott e's family in England, Romain Rolland, and several others. Many, if not most, of Zweig's contemporaries were living in the United States during this time, and while gett ing a lett er to Europe was particularly hazardous, postal fl ow to the United States from South America was relatively unhindered. Th erefore, any notion that Zweig was forcefully disconnected from the vast correspondence network he once had and that such a severance accelerated him towards his suicide is not entirely feasible. Indeed, the opposite seems to be the case. Zweig's willingness to aid less fi nancially fortunate European exiles was well-known, but in the last months of his life, that willingness to aid others dwindled noticeably. In a lett er to Friderike, he wrote, "Th is daily piling up of other people's worries onto one's own gradually wears one down"; further, he was relieved at the prospect of being able to "work there [Brazil] . . . without being interrupted" (Stefan Zweig and Friderike Zweig, Correspondence 329). It became increasingly diffi cult for Zweig to remain in that "world of yesterday," and while he saw hope in Brazil, it was not enough to sustain him.
Zweig's perception of the Brazilian people with which he came in contact on a daily basis provides a crucial undertone to his "transition. " Zweig had always considered himself a man of the world, a cosmopolitan humanist. As Franz Werfel wrote aft er Zweig's death: "No man was less 'bound to the soil' than Stefan Zweig. Of all émigrés none was so litt le an émigré as this-in the most literal sense-citizen of the world, who was at home in the countries of his exile before there was such a thing" (Werfel 140) . But there are instances in Zweig's correspondence regarding Brazil and its people which suggest a lack of such worldliness-at least from a twenty-fi rst-century perspective. While he praised Brazil for its "perfect" racial relations, on many occasions he refers to extensive portions of Brazilians as "primitive," on the verge of uncivilized-in particular regarding people of color. Much of the language he used in his private lett ers reveals the diffi culties he initially had in communicating and understanding the non-Europeans he encountered in Brazil. By examining these (at times off ensive) remarks and perceptions, Zweig's pivot towards a non-static identity can be more concretely examined, especially given the stark contrast in lifestyle he experienced between the "West" and South America, as well as his navigation of these shift s.
Zweig praised Brazil for its racial relations, which he saw as being safeguarded by the state. His perceptions of racial relations in Brazil were, of course, clouded by the ethnic nature of European politics (and brutality) at the time. Th erefore, his enthusiasm for the Brazilians' race relations, while well founded, was somewhat misguided given the reality of racial tensions present in Brazil at the time. Yet Zweig insisted that Brazil was the model society, a pla-ce where "all these races, which, by their very color, stand in visible contrast to each other, live together in total harmony and, in spite of their individual origins, compete with each other only in the ambition to become Brazilians" (Brazil 10). For Zweig, Brazil had seemingly overcome its racial divide, a problem which, for him, had torn Europe to irreparable pieces. "Th e allegedly destructive principle of mélange, that horror, that 'sin against the blood' of our [Europe's] obsessed racial theorists, is here the consciously applied bonding agent of a national culture," he wrote in Brazil (11).
According to Zweig, Brazil's racial tensions were solved by simply "ignoring" the race problem's validity: "while the mistaken notion of wanting to breed human beings 'racially pure,' like race horses or dogs, prevails more than ever in our old world, for centuries the Brazilian nation has been established on one principle alone, that of free and unrestrained intermixing, the total equality of black and white and brown and yellow" (11). Given that slavery was not abolished in Brazil until 1888 (Zweig was seven years old at the time), an event that occurred due to pressure from the British and a surge in European immigration, Zweig's idea of racial harmony being a part of Brazilian society for "centuries" was untenable (Eakin 215). It was natural, of course, for Zweig to romanticize Brazil's racial relations given that in Brazil one could not be exterminated by the state based solely on one's race. Indeed, this was, of course, the foundation of Zweig's understanding of Brazil's racial relations: in every way, he based his perception of Brazil's "racial democracy" on the racial purity fanaticism occurring in Europe at the time.
In a lett er to Friderike shortly aft er arriving in Petropolis, Zweig wrote, "Petropolis is a litt le Semmering, only more primitive, like the Salzkammergut of anno 1900" and "you simply have to reduce your standards to absolute zero, forget who you were, what you wanted, and be utt erly modest in your demands" (Stefan Zweig and Friderike Zweig, Correspondence 330). Aside from insinuating that in order to be comfortable in his new host nation, he would need to "reduce" his standards to "absolute zero," which in itself is indicative of a pessimistic expectation of his life in Brazil, Zweig's comments portray his "Europeanness. " It should be noted, however, that elitist comments regarding the people of Brazil were made primarily in the early weeks of his time there, and that a noticeable shift in his perception-a shift away from the material abundance of the country and the "primitivity" of the people to a sense of gratitude and admiration-becomes evident. Such a shift supports the notion of an identity in transition as well as the idea of a non-static identity in Zweig's case. In September 1941 he wrote that "you may imagine what consolation is to be extracted from nature here, which is full of color on every side, and where the people are so touching in their childlike ways" (Stefan Zweig and Friderike Zweig, Correspondence 331). Zweig's perceptions of the Brazilian people are crucial to understanding his exile experience as it was happening. Th erefore, such phrases as "it is a pleasure to see intelligence combined with a quiet modesty and courtesy in the halfdark faces of the students," must be put in the proper context (Brazil 11). Zweig had, aft er all, fl ed a continent that had torn itself to pieces because of a stratifi ed racial worldview, and such comments on his part should therefore be considered a part of his "discovery" of a Brazil that had contradicted all of his preconceived historical notions of the country.
Th e diffi cult transition Zweig was undergoing from a European international humanism to an inner statelessness is also evident in his suicide note. Even in the fi rst line it becomes clear: "Every day I learned to love this country more, and I would not have asked to rebuild my life in any other place aft er the world of my own language sank and was lost to me and my spiritual homeland, Europe, destroyed itself. " Zweig's love and appreciation for his host nation is oft en counterbalanced against his occasional longing for a return to Europe; in his last lett er to Lott e's brother and sister-in-law, Zweig writes that they "liked this country enormously but it was always a provisory life far from our home, our friends and for me with sixty years the idea to wait still for years of this terrible time became unbearable" (South American Lett ers 185). Th us, even in his last days, Zweig struggled with his identity and the relationship between that identity and the physical and cultural spaces that surrounded him.
In a lett er to Friderike in September 1941, Zweig wrote, "If I could only forget Europe and be reconciled to the idea that all my belongings, house, books, are lost forever, and be thankful that I can live quietly here in this divine landscape while Europe falls to pieces in hunger and misery, then I should be content" (Stefan Zweig and Friderike Zweig, Correspondence 331). Zweig, who had grown to maturity in what he refers to as the "age of security" in fi n-de-siècle Vienna, was in the midst of a radical transformation. While some exiles and refugees seemingly assimilated into their host countries without much anguish, Zweig, who had become by that point somewhat of a permanent fi xture in that very European culture, had enormous diffi culty in crossing the line between European and non-European existence and identity.
While some scholars have argued that for those Europeans who were born into the cultural renaissance of Wilhelmine Germany, the Weimar Republic, or late imperial Vienna, they could fi nd nothing "familiar or appealing" in the oft entimes "exotic" countries in which they found themselves (Hermand 173) , Zweig was one of many who did. Zweig relished Brazil's culture, history, and natural beauty and therefore becomes yet another example of the inhibiting results of classifi cation and generalization of the exile experience. On the day of his suicide, Zweig wrote a lett er to Cardoso Miranda, the Prefect of Petropolis, stating, "If I dared for a third time to build a house, in an att empt to rebuild my life which has been cut off from the roots of its birthplace, it would have been here and nowhere else" (Prater 335 ). Zweig's transformation is the symptom of an identity in a state of transformation, exiled from the stasis of Europeanism, and moving forward into uncertainty.
Th e theme of transformation is found throughout Th e World of Yesterday and is found not only in Zweig's last months in Brazil but arguably throughout his entire exile. He writes that "we have all . . . witnessed these vast transformations-we have been forced to witness them" (Th e World of Yesterday xv). In many ways, it would appear that Zweig was more susceptible to such transformations: Perhaps I was driven by a presentiment that as long as the world was still open, and ships could navigate the seas in peace, I ought to gather as many impressions and experiences as the heart could hold, to be stored up for darker days, or perhaps it was a desire to know that, while distrust and discord were tearing our world to pieces, another was in construction. Perhaps it was even a vague premonition that our future, including my own, lay outside Europe. (423) Zweig saw the opportunity outside of Europe for refugees like himself-an opportunity to rebuild their lives and begin anew. Many German-speaking refugees built new lives in the United States or Britain. Yet many, such as Zweig, were not content in the United States or did not feel at home in Britain and were thus forced to undergo even further transformations, most notably by resett ling in other parts of Europe (particularly in the postwar era) or by venturing to South America.
Th e historical nature of Zweig's exile was, in many ways, responsible for his suicide. Th e trauma of being uprooted from his cultural and linguistic heritage, coupled with the shock of having his own interpretations of history upended, had grave consequences. Even toward the end, Friderike wrote in her biography of him that "his activities were obstructed in every sense of the word. Th ere was litt le hope that his books would ever appear again in the original language; moreover, his thoughts and contemplations were bound to European, nay even Latin mentality" (Friderike Zweig 261). It was this bond to his European identity, one that, due to separation from all aspects of his former life-including his historical perspective-led Zweig to the conclusion of suicide. Zweig's life had not simply been uprooted geographically but also historically. Th e historical interpretations of an Austrian from a petit-bourgeois family, born in Vienna at the height of the Habsburg Empire, underwent a dramatic transformation. Th e weight of such an upheaval of Zweig's worldview (of which his historical perspective was merely a singular aspect), was seemingly too much to bear. As Clive James has writt en, Zweig's usage of the German vorbei in his lett ers and writings is evident of his gradual descent into fatal depression ( James 839). But it was not the prospect of a victorious Nazi Germany that solidifi ed Zweig's ultimate decision but rather the thought that the war against "everyone who had lived for the arts, for scholarship and for humanism" had already been won ( James 839) . Th e thought that these things had already been "irretrievably vorbei" was the crux of Zweig's exile experience, one that would end in his suicide. From a contemporary vantage point, it may be easy to pass judgment on Zweig for his "premature" exit from this life, as Th omas Mann and others have done. Yet, in so doing, contemporary historians risk distorting notions of restoring "the qualities of which [Zweig] was the living representative,"-that is, the arts, scholarship, and humanism ( James 839) . Stefan Zweig's life as a refugee, albeit one in which he was much more fortunate than many, was one of enormous consequence for his contemporaries and friends. Gabriela Mistral and Claudio de Souza were among the fi rst to arrive at the Zweigs' bungalow aft er the suicide, having been informed mere hours aft er the couple's deaths by the Brazilian writer Domencio Braga. Th e sight of her friends' bodies left a lasting impression on Mistral, who wrote an eloquent and moving account of the scene to her and Zweig's mutual friend Antonio Mallea, who was editor of Argentina's Le Nación newspaper and who immediately published Mistral's account. Mistral wrote to her dear friend, the Argentinian aristocrat Victoria Ocampo, about how the Zweigs' deaths had been devastating for her and how she began to believe Zweig's theory that writers could do very litt le to stop the spread of fascism. Becau-se Nazism was "based in fear, more than anything else, and then corruption," writers were powerless to withstand it, according to Mistral (Mistral and Ocampo 308) . Given the powerful and passionate response to Zweig's death by his South American acquaintances, it can be argued that such notions of complete isolation, fear of Nazism, and loneliness led to his suicide are not as tenable as the dominant historical scholarship on Zweig suggests.
Indeed, given the resurgence of interest in Zweig and his interpretations of how Th e World of Yesterday came to end, it becomes clear that an intense reworking of historical concepts of the process and experience of exile and statelessness are necessary in the case of refugees of Nazism. Zweig's exile experience was one of millions in the Second World War, and only one among countless other millions of displaced persons in the decades since. Zweig's exile experience challenges nearly every notion and contingency applied retroactively to "refugee-ness" by historians. In a world of continuing globalization and decolonization, the displaced persons of the Second World War off er contemporary historians an informative perspective on the remainder of the twentieth century, with its continuing patt ern of genocide, ethnic cleansing, and forced migration. But a restructuring of the analytical process in which exiles and refugees are viewed in the historical perspective is vital. While keeping the subject's nation or region of origin in mind is important, it is no longer feasible for historians to continue the rhetoric of enforcing particular national identities on those whom they study, especially in the case of exiles. Th e process and experience of exile almost always occurs within a global context and should not be confi ned to preconceived notions of regional identities; the subject's historical perspective and identity must also be taken into account. As Zweig wrote in Th e World of Yesterday, "On the day I lost my Austrian passport I discovered, at the age of fi ft y-eight, that when you lose your native land you are losing more than a patch of territory within set borders" (439).
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